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Abstract: Now, the best costs of elliptic doubling and addition on binary fields  are believed to be 
4M+5S(namely, four finite field multiplications and five field squarings) and 8M+5S respectively. 

In this paper we reduce these costs to less than 3M+3S and 8M+1S respectively by using a new 
so-called ML-coordinate and rewriting the elliptic curve doubling formula. Combining a little 
programming skill, this method speeds up elliptic scalar multiplication by about 15〜20 percent. 
 

1. Survey of results  
 
As well known, elliptic curve cryptosystem(ECC) is recognized to be strongest among modern 

cryptographic systems. 
Nevertheless in practice the amount of operations needed for it is still too large. So, the 

investigation for speeding up the cryptographic system by reducing the cost has been steadily working 
since ECC was appeared.[1-7] 

The elliptic operation means the elliptic curve addition(Ep) and the elliptic curve doubling(Ed). 
In the case of characteristic 2 the fastest elliptic operation algorithm which was introduced to the 

international standard was designed in 1999, consuming SM 515 + , i.e. 15 multiplications and 5 
squarings in finite field, per Ep.[1] 

Not far from the time, a new algorithm has occurred, which requires SM 614 +  per Ep operation.[2] 
Also, a new Ep-algorithm which required SM 413 +  was announced, in 2000.[3] 
But all these algorithms reach to at most SM 49 +  in the case of 1=a  and 1=z  which is most 

fundamental in the cryptographic practice[1,4]  

After these, in 2002,  an Ep algorithm of the case 1=a and 1=z  was proposed, which require 
SM 58 + .[4] Since the weight of M is bigger than of  S, it turns out that this is in advance of  [2]. 

 
On the other hand, during all these time the Ed-algorithm had not been improved any more than 

SM 54 +  which is primal. 
It is a reason enough for it that the less the cost, the greater  the increase of operation speed is 

caused by the decrease by 1M(now, 12% and 25%, respectively, in Ep and Ed), but simultaneously the 
more difficult the compression of the cost must be. 

 Another reason for it is referred to the requirement of the cryptographic practice that we can 
compress Ed and Ep not separatively, but surely in a coordinate. 

Because the possibility, with which we can change the coordinates, is restricted by it.  
 

In sum, the best costs for Ed and Ep attained by now are SMSM 58,54 ++ respectively.[1-5] 
Now in this paper we propose a new method to reduce these costs to less than SM 33 +  and SM 18 +  

respectively. Combining a little programming skill, this method gives a speed-enhancement by 15~20 
percent. 

 
 
2. Algorithm 
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In a binary finite field  )2( nGF=F  the modulation (by the definition  polynomial)  of  a element  
F∈a is denoted by ][a  and the multiplication of a  by b  without the modulation – by ba * . 
Then obviously  

]*[ baab = . 
By tradition MabW 1)( = and SaW 1)( 2 =  are taken as the units of operation cost in )2( nGF=F . 

SMbaW 11)*( −=  is evident. 
Since the characteristic of the field is two , )*( aaW  is fell to the cost for two finite field additions 

by usual table-looking-up. 
Since the binary field addition is so cheap that is always negligible in the considerations of cost,, 

SaW 1])([ = . 
Below these values are used as the foundation of the estimation of operation cost. 
 
In this paper we employ 4-D coordinate ),,,( TZYXP =  to projectivizate an affine point ),( yxP =  

on an  elliptic curve 2F⊆E ,as following. 

    2,/][,/ ZTTYyZXx ===  
As shown , the difference of this coordinate from the traditional Lopez-Dahab coordinate is that an 

expansion variable T is added and the output Y is without modulation.  
In this paper the transformed coordinate is called a ML-coordinate. 
 
Lets consider in this coordinate the Ed of elliptic curve E  of standard type with 1=a : 

bxxxyybEE ++=+= 232:),1(  
[THEOREM 1] 
The result ),,,( 1111 TZYX  of an Ed-operation on a point  ),,,( TZYX  in the ML-coordinate is obtained  

as following. 
 

Order Operation Cost 

1 22 ][, YBXA ==  S3  

2 ,1 TAZ =   2
11 ZT =  SM 11 +  

3 ]**[ 2
1 TbAAX +=  SM 11 +  

4 11111 *)(* TTbZXBBY ++++=  SM 22 −  

Total SM 34 +  

 

 (proof)   
By the definition of elliptic operation, the doubling  point )( 1,1 yx  of affine point ),( yx  is following: 

xxy += /λ  
12

1 ++= λλx  
2

11 )1( xxy ++= λ  
Applying  to here equalities from the curve equation : 
                                                          )1(22 +=+ λxby  

2226 )( bxxyyx +++= , 
then  
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              2222222
1 //)(/ xbxxbyxxyx +=+++=  

              4442222424
1 /)]1()([/))(( xbxbxxyyxxbybxy +++++=+++= . 

 
In the ML-coordinate 

2244
1 /)( ZXbZXx +=  

4444442222
1 /))1()]([]([ ZXbZXbZXZXYYy +++++= . 

Consequently, it can be easily checked that the result is obtained by putting 22
1 ZXZ = . 

The estimation of the cost is obvious.                                                                                                    
To be remarked in this theorem is that two among  four field multiplications is without modulations , 

by a fixed constant b . 
Since the multiplication by a constant b  is a linear transformation which is invariant under the shift 

operation , in the end this multiplication be away to a certain fixed MA filter operation. 
Therefore the cost can be much reduced on the computer by  block control using the MMX 

command and  on the hardware by the filter operation of dsp. 
In either case the cost is easily fell to less than half of 1M which is primal. 
Therefore the cost SM 34 +  in above theorem is reduced to less than SM 33 +  in the actual  

cryptographic practice. 
 
On the other hand, the Ep-operation needed for the realization of ECC is of the case 1=Z in either 

side of  adders, as mentioned previously. Namely, in our case, this is corresponding  to the Ep-operation 
of ML-projective points and we show a algorithm for this operation below. 

 
[THEOREM 2] 
A elliptic addition ),,,( 2222 TZYX  of an affine point ),( yx  and a ML-projective point  ),,,( 1111 TZYX  

is obtained as follows. 
 

Order Operation Cost 

1 11 xZXA +=  M1  
2 ]*[ 11 TyYB +=  M1  
3 1AZC =  M1  
4 )( CBCD +=  M1  
5 ,2

2 CZ =    2
2ZT =  S2  

6 ]**[ 2
2 DACBBX ++=  SM 11 +  

7 2222 *)(*)( TyxDxZXY +++=  SM 23 −  

Total SM 18 +  
 
 
We abbreviate the proof of this theorem for the proof is quite similar to one of theorem 1.                
 
As known in communication practice, in the transmission all Ed-operations can be eliminated.   In 
this case we can eliminate the modulation of the X -component as well as the one of the Y -
component in the ML-coordinate. It can be easily checked that this makes also reduce by 1S in the 
estimation of the cost in above theorem.  
Therefore the cost of the Ep-operation in the transmission is estimated to be  8M. 
 
In sum, theorems 1 and 2 show that ,using the ML- coordinate , the costs for  Ed and Ep come to 

reduce to less than SM 33 +  and SM 18 +  respectively. 
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3. Where have we came to ? 

 
Here we will discuss the highest speed of  ECC generation by usual PC. 
Lets be given the extension degree N of  )2( nGF  i.e. the length of keys. At this time, using the 

algorithms proposed above, the up-bound of cost needed to generate one elliptic key by using the 
window method with width 4 which is usually used is estimated as follows.  

 Case of transmission : MNMNNEpW 5.0*16/8*16/*1 ===  
 Case of reception :  )25.0233(*4/**2 SMSMNNEpNEdW +++=+=  
                                              )25.35(* SMN +=  
 Total : )25.35.5(*21 SMNWWW +=+=  
If the key length N  is about 200 bit (namely around 1500 bit , turning into RSA-strength ), a usual 

P4-2.4GHz computer can proceed four million of finite field multiplications per second by using the 
method for speeding-up proposed  in [7]. Thereby, according to the discussion above we can generate 
three thousand ECC keys of  200 bit long per second. Consequently by only one percent of this ability 
we can cover the real time course of passing zone 6 Kbps, only by series of elliptic keys which would 
be generated purely physically, without any stream propagation of keys. This shows that we can realize 
the conversation which make the statistical correlation attack principally improbable, by covering such 
a course for the real time speech conversation with usual quality as a phone by a complete physical 
random series, only by software on usual PC without adding any hardware. Then the saving residue 99 
percent of computational ability discussed above is enough to no matter that use the high quality 
protocol of standard mp3 type in the real time compression of speech conversation within 4Kbps. 
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